
Manchas  blanquecinas  en  los
bañadores
La preocupación por los efectos del sol en la piel cada vez es
mayor, esto se traduce en un mayor uso de cremas de protección
solar sobre todo de factor alto, las cuales representaron el
89,5% de las ventas del mercado español en el periodo de Enero
a Junio de 2017. (Fuente: Kantar Worldpanel)

Todas  las  cremas  solares,  al  contacto  con  el  agua  de  la
piscina, flotan y no se mezclan con el agua al ser grasas o
aceites, esto tiene varios efectos como acumulación en zonas
de menos movimiento de agua y aparición de velos aceitosos en
la superficie del agua.
Algunas  cremas,  en  especial  las  que  tienen  un  factor  de
protección alto, tienen compuestos químicos como el dióxido de
titanio y óxido de cinc, que al entrar en contacto con el
cloro (u otros oxidantes) generan compuestos amarillentos.
Los compuestos amarillentos se acumulan en las zonas donde la
velocidad del agua es más baja, como la línea de flotación en
piscinas de skimmer y en algunas zonas de la rejilla en el
caso de las piscinas de rebosadero.

En las personas, las cremas en contacto con el agua de la
piscina escurren hacia los bañadores donde se absorben, con el
efecto de aparición de manchas amarillentas y modificación de
los colores.

¿Cómo puede usted gestionar estos inconvenientes?

Manchas  en  línea  de  flotación  y  skimmer:  Limpieza
química de las superficies manchadas.
Cambio de color de bañadores: Informar y recomendar a
los bañistas que usen protectores solares sin óxidos de
titanio  o  cinc,  eligiendo  otro  tipo  de  protectores

https://www.quicesa.com/en/news/news-watercare/manchas-blanquecinas-en-los-banadores/
https://www.quicesa.com/en/news/news-watercare/manchas-blanquecinas-en-los-banadores/


solares.

Recomendación Quicesa

Para la eliminación de las manchas en la línea de flotación y
rejillas,  la  solución  eficaz  es  la  limpieza  con  LINEO
Desengrasante  Reforzado.
Para un uso más cómodo y rápido le recomendamos utilizar el
cepillo motorizado Lineo XP.

Cleaners

https://www.quicesa.com/en/watercare-chemists/premium-line/cleaners/
https://www.quicesa.com/en/watercare-chemists/premium-line/cleaners/
https://www.quicesa.com/en/watercare-chemists/optimal-line/cleaners-2/


PX-911, descaling cleaner

Function

Format

Technical sheet

Evaluations

Function

Descaling cleaner suitable for glass and beach.
Ideal liquid cleaner for eliminating scale on the surfaces of
swimming pools.

It acts efficiently without damaging the joint between tiles
and without affecting paint or tiles.

Cleaning and disinfection of glass and beach without scraping
or scrubbing.



Format

10 Kg       ARV0122
25 Kg       ARV0165

Technical sheet

 Download Technical Sheet PX-911

Evaluations

Your overall rating Select a Rating ▼

Your review 
Your name 
Your email 
This review is based on my own experience and is my genuine
opinion.  
Submit your review
There are no reviews yet. Be the first one to write one.

0.0
Rated 0 out of 5
0 out of 5 stars (based on 0 reviews)
Excellent0%
Very good0%
Average0%
Poor0%
Terrible0%

Back to products

http://www.quicesa.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/PX-911_web.pdf
http://www.quicesa.com/en/watercare/chemicals/


Anti-foam

Special anti-foam spas and indoor
pools

Function

Format

Technical sheet

Evaluations

Function

Product specially formulated to control, prevent and eliminate
foam that is formed in pools and spas.
Defoamer for aqueous media, easily dispersible in water.
It helps in the prevention and control of the foam of the

https://www.quicesa.com/en/watercare-chemists/optimal-line/anti-foam/


water produced by the agitation as well as by the introduction
of substances like tanners, lotions, bodily fats or detergents
that bring the bathers in his body or bathing suit.
Compatible with the usual disinfectants.

Format

5L         ARV0374
20L       ARV0346

Technical sheet

Download Technical Sheet Anti-Foam

Evaluations

Your overall rating Select a Rating ▼

Your review 
Your name 
Your email 
This review is based on my own experience and is my genuine
opinion.  
Submit your review
There are no reviews yet. Be the first one to write one.

0.0
Rated 0 out of 5
0 out of 5 stars (based on 0 reviews)
Excellent0%
Very good0%
Average0%
Poor0%
Terrible0%

Back to products

http://www.quicesa.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/Antiespumante_web.pdf
http://www.quicesa.com/en/watercare/chemicals/


Salt Electrolysis

Briquette salt

Function

Format

Technical sheet

Evaluations

Function

Decalcified of water intended for human consumption and water
for agricultural and industrial use.

https://www.quicesa.com/en/watercare-chemists/optimal-line/salt-electrolysis/


Format

25 Kg      ARC0364

Technical sheet

Download Technical Sheet Briquette salt

Evaluations

Your overall rating Select a Rating ▼

Your review 
Your name 
Your email 
This review is based on my own experience and is my genuine
opinion.  
Submit your review
There are no reviews yet. Be the first one to write one.

0.0
Rated 0 out of 5
0 out of 5 stars (based on 0 reviews)
Excellent0%
Very good0%
Average0%
Poor0%
Terrible0%

http://www.quicesa.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/FT-ARC0364-SAL-BRIQUETAS-25-KG.pdf


Fine salt

Function

Format

Technical sheet

Evaluations

Function

Fine salt of high purity suitable for the disinfection of
swimming pool water.

Format

25 Kg      ARC0712



Technical sheet

Download Technical Sheet Fine salt

Evaluations

Your overall rating Select a Rating ▼

Your review 
Your name 
Your email 
This review is based on my own experience and is my genuine
opinion.  
Submit your review
There are no reviews yet. Be the first one to write one.

0.0
Rated 0 out of 5
0 out of 5 stars (based on 0 reviews)
Excellent0%
Very good0%
Average0%
Poor0%
Terrible0%

http://www.quicesa.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/FT-ARC0712-SAL-FINA.pdf


Granulated salt

Function

Format

Technical sheet

Evaluations

Function

Indicated  for  use  in  industry  in  solid  form  or  after
dissolution.

Format

25 Kg      ARV0270

Technical sheet

Download Technical Sheet Granulated salt

Evaluations

Your overall rating Select a Rating ▼

Your review 
Your name 
Your email 
This review is based on my own experience and is my genuine
opinion.  

http://www.quicesa.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/FT-ARV0270-SAL-GRANULADA.pdf


Submit your review
There are no reviews yet. Be the first one to write one.

0.0
Rated 0 out of 5
0 out of 5 stars (based on 0 reviews)
Excellent0%
Very good0%
Average0%
Poor0%
Terrible0%

Back to products

PH regulators

PH-Minus Liquid, pH reducer

http://www.quicesa.com/en/watercare/chemicals/
https://www.quicesa.com/en/watercare-chemists/optimal-line/ph-regulators-2/


Function

Format

Technical sheet

Evaluations

Function

Liquid pH reducer for alkaline waters.
Promotes  water  balance  to  avoid  skin  and  eye  irritation
problems in swimmers.
In liquid format with easy dosage and application.
Reduces the consumption of disinfectants.

Format

12 Kg      ARV0121
25 Kg      ARV0164
GRG       ARV0239

Technical sheet

Download Technical Sheet PH-Minus Liquid

Evaluations

Your overall rating Select a Rating ▼

Your review 
Your name 
Your email 
This review is based on my own experience and is my genuine
opinion.  

http://www.quicesa.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/pH-Minus-Liquid_web.pdf


Submit your review
Rated 5 out of 5
23 June, 2021
Tras varios años de uso, es eficaz en aguas alcalinas sin ser
irritante para bañistas.

Como técnico superior en química lo recomiendo y tengo interés
en adquirirlo.

Francisco Santos
5.0
Rated 5 out of 5
5 out of 5 stars (based on 1 review)
Excellent100%
Very good0%
Average0%
Poor0%
Terrible0%

PH-Minus  Pro,  pH  reducer  for
enclosed rooms

Function



Format

Technical sheet

Evaluations

Function

Liquid  pH-reducer  special  for  enclosed  rooms.  Fast  and
effective effect.
Special formula for enclosed rooms.
Easy dosage and application.
Promotes  water  balance  to  avoid  skin  and  eye  irritation
problems in swimmers.

Format

12 Kg       ARV0360
27 Kg       ARV0243
GRG        ARV0238

Technical sheet

Download Technical Sheet PH-Minus Pro

Evaluations

Your overall rating Select a Rating ▼

Your review 
Your name 
Your email 
This review is based on my own experience and is my genuine
opinion.  

http://www.quicesa.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/pH-Minus-Pro_web.pdf


Submit your review
There are no reviews yet. Be the first one to write one.

0.0
Rated 0 out of 5
0 out of 5 stars (based on 0 reviews)
Excellent0%
Very good0%
Average0%
Poor0%
Terrible0%

PH-Minus

Function

Format

Technical sheet

Evaluations



Function

Granulated pH reducer for alkaline waters.
Efficient pH reducer.
Product in granulated format with easy dosage and application.
Promotes  water  balance  to  avoid  skin  and  eye  irritation
problems in swimmers.
Prevents  the  formation  of  calcareous  deposits  and  turbid
waters.

Format

8 Kg       ARV0186

Technical sheet

Download Technical Sheet PH-Minus

Evaluations

Your overall rating Select a Rating ▼

Your review 
Your name 
Your email 
This review is based on my own experience and is my genuine
opinion.  
Submit your review
There are no reviews yet. Be the first one to write one.

0.0
Rated 0 out of 5
0 out of 5 stars (based on 0 reviews)
Excellent0%
Very good0%
Average0%

http://www.quicesa.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/pH-Minus_web.pdf


Poor0%
Terrible0%

PH-Plus Liquid, pH elevator

Function

Format

Technical sheet

Evaluations

Function

It acts quickly and effectively preventing corrosion.
Product in liquid format for a more comfortable mixing.

Promotes  water  balance  to  avoid  skin  and  eye  irritation
problems in swimmers.

Ideal for all types of swimming pools, indoor and outdoor.



Format

28 Kg       ARV0455

Technical sheet

Download Technical Sheet PH-Plus Liquid

Evaluations

Your overall rating Select a Rating ▼

Your review 
Your name 
Your email 
This review is based on my own experience and is my genuine
opinion.  
Submit your review
Rated 5 out of 5
23 June, 2021
Tras varios años de uso, es eficaz en aguas alcalinas sin ser
irritante para bañistas.

Como técnico superior en química lo recomiendo y tengo interés
en adquirirlo.

Francisco Santos
5.0
Rated 5 out of 5
5 out of 5 stars (based on 1 review)
Excellent100%
Very good0%
Average0%
Poor0%
Terrible0%

http://www.quicesa.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/pH-Plus-Liquid_web.pdf


PH-Plus, pH elevator

Function

Format

Technical sheet

Evaluations

Function

It acts quickly and effectively preventing corrosion.
Granulated format for a more comfortable mixing.

Promotes  water  balance  to  avoid  skin  and  eye  irritation
problems in swimmers.

Ideal for all types of swimming pools, indoor and outdoor.



Format

6 Kg       ARV0185

Technical sheet

Download Technical Sheet PH-Plus

Evaluations

Your overall rating Select a Rating ▼

Your review 
Your name 
Your email 
This review is based on my own experience and is my genuine
opinion.  
Submit your review
There are no reviews yet. Be the first one to write one.

0.0
Rated 0 out of 5
0 out of 5 stars (based on 0 reviews)
Excellent0%
Very good0%
Average0%
Poor0%
Terrible0%

Back to products

http://www.quicesa.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/pH-Plus_web.pdf
http://www.quicesa.com/en/watercare/chemicals/


Flocculants

Pisci-Flok

Function

Format

Technical sheet

Evaluations

Function

Clarifier and eliminator of colloidal particles in suspension
that cause turbidity.
Helps eliminate turbidity and suspended particles.

Increases  filter  performance  by  retaining  heavier,  more
compact flocs.

https://www.quicesa.com/en/watercare-chemists/optimal-line/flocculants-2/


Effective over a wide range of pH and temperatures.

Recommended for shock and maintenance treatments.

Format

5 Kg        ARV0855
22 Kg      ARV0856

Technical sheet

Download Technical sheet Pisci-Flok

Evaluations

Your overall rating Select a Rating ▼

Your review 
Your name 
Your email 
This review is based on my own experience and is my genuine
opinion.  
Submit your review
There are no reviews yet. Be the first one to write one.

0.0
Rated 0 out of 5
0 out of 5 stars (based on 0 reviews)
Excellent0%
Very good0%
Average0%
Poor0%
Terrible0%

Back to products

http://www.quicesa.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/Pisci-Flok_web.pdf
http://www.quicesa.com/en/watercare/chemicals/


Non-chlorinated disinfectants

Bromix

Function

Format

Technical sheet

Evaluations

Function

Bromine disinfectant in tablets for use in swimming pools and
spas without chlorine smell.

https://www.quicesa.com/en/watercare-chemists/optimal-line/non-chlorinated-disinfectants/


It acts quickly in the control of algae, bacteria and fungi.

Especially recommended for indoor pools and spas.

No unpleasant odors for users.

Format

5 kg       ARV0573
20 kg    ARV1002

Technical sheet

    Download Technical sheet Bromix

Evaluations

Your overall rating Select a Rating ▼

Your review 
Your name 
Your email 
This review is based on my own experience and is my genuine
opinion.  
Submit your review
There are no reviews yet. Be the first one to write one.

0.0

http://www.quicesa.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/Bromix_web.pdf
http://www.quicesa.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/Bromix_web.pdf


Rated 0 out of 5
0 out of 5 stars (based on 0 reviews)
Excellent0%
Very good0%
Average0%
Poor0%
Terrible0%

Back to products

Chlorinated Disinfectant

Clorix Hipo

Function

Format

http://www.quicesa.com/en/watercare/chemicals/pool-optimal-line/
https://www.quicesa.com/en/watercare-chemists/optimal-line/chlorinated-disinfectant/


Technical sheet

Evaluations

Function

Specially stabilized sodium hypochlorite for the treatment of
swimming pool water.

Suitable  for  installations  with  high  disinfection
requirements.

Special stabilized formula with great richness in chlorine
that prevents and eliminates bacteria and microorganisms.

Universal product for indoor and outdoor swimming pools.

Fast and powerful effect that guarantees maximum efficiency.

Format

12 Kg      ARV0114
20 Kg     ARV0315

Technical sheet



    Download technical sheet Clorix Hipo

Evaluations

Your overall rating Select a Rating ▼

Your review 
Your name 
Your email 
This review is based on my own experience and is my genuine
opinion.  
Submit your review
Rated 4 out of 5
6 December, 2020
Cialis  Il  Costo  bampplailt
[url=https://xbuycheapcialiss.com/]buy  real  cialis
online[/url]  Lofeffendy  Keflex  Tooth  Extraction

Augmect
4.0
Rated 4 out of 5
4 out of 5 stars (based on 1 review)
Excellent0%
Very good100%
Average0%
Poor0%
Terrible0%

http://www.quicesa.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/Clorix-Hipo_web.pdf
http://www.quicesa.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/Clorix-Hipo_web.pdf


Clorix-90

Function

Format

Technical sheet

Evaluations

Function

Disinfectant  in  granulated  format  for  the  treatment  of
swimming pool water.

High concentration and great stability for the disinfection
and maintenance of the swimming pool.

Guarantees a powerful and effective disinfection in all types
of swimming pools.

Easy  to  apply  and  slow  to  dissolve  for  prolonged  pool



maintenance.

Format

In tablets: :

5 Kg       ARV0201
25 Kg     ARV0194

Granulated:

5 Kg       ARV0202
30 Kg     ARV0196

Technical sheet

    Download technical sheet Clorix-90
Tabletas

    Download technical sheet Clorix-90
Granulado

http://www.quicesa.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/Clorix-90-Tabletas_web.pdf
http://www.quicesa.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/Clorix-90-Tabletas_web.pdf
http://www.quicesa.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/Clorix-90-Tabletas_web.pdf
http://www.quicesa.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/Clorix-90_granuladoweb.pdf
http://www.quicesa.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/Clorix-90_granuladoweb.pdf
http://www.quicesa.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/Clorix-90_granuladoweb.pdf


Evaluations

Your overall rating Select a Rating ▼

Your review 
Your name 
Your email 
This review is based on my own experience and is my genuine
opinion.  
Submit your review
There are no reviews yet. Be the first one to write one.

0.0
Rated 0 out of 5
0 out of 5 stars (based on 0 reviews)
Excellent0%
Very good0%
Average0%
Poor0%
Terrible0%

Clorix-55

Function



Format

Technical sheet

Evaluations

Function

Shock disinfectant.

Granulated product with a high content of active chlorine to
reinforce or carry out a rapid disinfection of the pool water.

With  great  bactericidal  action,  its  fast  dissolving
formula provides:
an extra contribution of disinfection to the water of
the swimming pool,
a punctual recovery of the water in moments of great
affluence of swimmers,
a  shock  treatment  after  a  storm  or  for  special
situations of algae on the bottom of the pool.

Product of great stability against U. V. radiation from the
sun.

Format

5 Kg       ARV0200

Technical sheet



    Download technical sheet Clorix-55

Evaluations

Your overall rating Select a Rating ▼

Your review 
Your name 
Your email 
This review is based on my own experience and is my genuine
opinion.  
Submit your review
There are no reviews yet. Be the first one to write one.

0.0
Rated 0 out of 5
0 out of 5 stars (based on 0 reviews)
Excellent0%
Very good0%
Average0%
Poor0%
Terrible0%

Back to products

http://www.quicesa.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/Clorix-55_web.pdf
http://www.quicesa.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/Clorix-55_web.pdf
http://www.quicesa.com/en/watercare/chemicals/pool-optimal-line/


Algaecide

Special  algaecide  for  swimming
pools

Function

Format

Technical sheet

Evaluations

Function

Prevents the formation and development of algae in the pool
water. Algaecide in liquid form, does not produce foam. It
controls all kinds of algae.

Algicida en formato líquido, no produce espuma.

https://www.quicesa.com/en/watercare-chemists/optimal-line/algaecide/


Controla todo tipo de algas.

Format

5L      ARV0919
20L   ARV0417

Technical sheet

 Download Technical sheet algaecide

Evaluations

Your overall rating Select a Rating ▼

Your review 
Your name 
Your email 
This review is based on my own experience and is my genuine
opinion.  
Submit your review
There are no reviews yet. Be the first one to write one.

0.0
Rated 0 out of 5
0 out of 5 stars (based on 0 reviews)
Excellent0%
Very good0%

http://www.quicesa.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/Algicida_web.pdf
http://www.quicesa.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/Algicida_web.pdf


Average0%
Poor0%
Terrible0%

Back to products

New Releases Sanicentro
Launch of 4 new references from the Sani Centro range, all of
them clean and sanitize without bleach with an efficiency of
99.9%. Ideal for daily cleaning in homes with pets and babies.

Textile Sanitizer: For the total elimination of bad smells.
Degreasers: It ends easily and effortlessly with grease and
dirt embedded sanitizing the entire kitchen.

Anti-limescale:  Its  powerful  formula  easily  removes  lime
stains, soap residues and inlays.

Anti-limescale  Gel:  Cleans  and  sanitizes  without  bleach
eliminating organic remains and bad smells.

Find out more at www.sanicentro.com

http://www.quicesa.com/en/watercare/chemicals/pool-optimal-line/
https://www.quicesa.com/en/news/news-en/new-releases-sanicentro-2/

